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The Smart Girl's Guide To Life

2014-07-03

the smart girl s guide to life is the essential guide to navigating the tricky and unexpected moments in life
perfect for teen and tween girls moving from primary to secondary school this book is filled with practical and
friendly advice about money careers boys and self confidence

Smart Girls Screw Up Too

2017-12-11

own your screw ups get inspired and create the life you want sick of chasing the perfect relationship career or
bank balance tired of feeling like you re never quite enough you re not alone and it s time to do something
about it smart girls screw up too is the no nonsense guide for a generation of women who secretly muse about
what might be possible in their careers health and relationships but don t know where to start or are too afraid
to when a clusterf k of screw ups found author bella zanesco burnt out depressed and with a broken soul she
knew something perhaps everything had to change but what her first ports of call were the usual band aids
tinder work and shopping but soon she realised those weren t going to work if she wanted to fix this thing she
was going to need to take extreme measures and so she began the journey that would transform her from sad
girl to smart girl a journey that meant taking up all the things that she d been told were good for her but she
had always been too afraid too busy or too lazy to try cue everything from green juices to setting boundaries to
quitting her job to culling her friends delivered with no holds barred honesty humour and compassion smart
girls screw up too brings together the latest research into gut science neuroscience and epigenetics ancient
tribal wisdom interviews with global game changers and insights from the author s own two year study of
over 2000 women paired with a personal life audit you will get immediate clarity about where to start when
seeking purpose vitality and love and together with bella the wise but ass kicking bestie you wish you d
known earlier you ll embark on a series of simple daily challenges that will not only get you to the root causes
of why you think feel and behave as you do but see you making changes that stick no matter what your
starting point you are capable of creating the life you want now

Smart Girl's Guide

2022

many people struggle with loving their bodies but it s especially difficult for girls as they grow up girls face a
lot of pressure to look a certain way and the pursuit of a perfect body can lead to low self esteem feeling
ashamed depression or even eating disorders this book will help you understand how internal and external
factors such as puberty media images social media and peer pressure contribute to how you sees yourself and it
will give you ways to combat the negative feelings and behaviors that come along with negative body image
this book will also help you understand and value all body types and learn how to be less judgmental and more
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compassionate toward every body

Smart Girls, Smart Choices

2010-09-01

every young woman makes mistakes at some point in her life usually they are not a big deal and can be fixed
sometimes though a girl can really mess up her life with a few bad decisions wouldn t it be great if everyone
had a trusted big sister they could turn to for advice megan clinton college student at liberty university and
the author of totally god s has a heart for teen girls trying to make their way in today s world she s discovered
10 things that girls do that make their life crazy in a comfortable friend to friend style megan gives
compassionate help and godly counsel including what to do if some bad decisions have already been made from
hanging with the wrong crowd to confusing sex for love or not understanding their own gifts and strengths
megan helps girls see their path more clearly and find god s way of living megan s dad christian counselor dr
tim clinton even adds his thoughts and advice as a loving dad and as a counselor this practical heartfelt book
will help every teen girl make smart choices for her life

Smart Girls Think Twice

2008-04-01

think twice encouragements for women to help them make smart choices in life popular author and
conference speaker jan silvious is back with savvy advice for women to help them deal with the important
choices they face every day realizing choices bring consequences she shares the value of the second look the
second perspective and the second consideration as well as the significance of acknowledging red flags jan
offers biblically sound psychologically positive wisdom for smart choices in 8 critical areas time money words
family men giving rest god

You Are a Smart Girl

2010-10

you are a smart girl is a highly informative and transformational book that will help teenage girls face the
challenges of our society and succeed in becoming all they can be author serah chava guides young women to
make wise choices in the face of media influence peer pressure alcohol drugs sex and early pregnancy ms
serah stresses the need to set goals learn respect choose supportive friends and identify good role models
statistics show that seventy percent of teens between ages 15 to 19 are at a high risk of becoming pregnant and
or dropping out of school you are a smart girl addresses these issues with depth compassion and a strong sense
of commitment to excellence every teenage girl has the potential to follow the right path with loving
guidance and trust in her own intelligence she can become a smart girl and live a fruitful life ms serah who
lives in houston texas is a teacher mentor and big sister she is the founder of the tuck foundation which is
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committed to helping teenage girls from all over the world succeed in life with teen pregnancy on the rise ms
serah decided to take the classroom to the community where teachers can participate in mentoring and the
creation of solid role models every girl is special every girl is a winner

Treating and Preventing Adolescent Mental Health Disorders

2017-07-12

sponsored by the adolescent mental health initiative of the annenberg public policy center appc of the
university of pennsylvania and the annenberg foundation trust at sunnylands trust treating and preventing
adolescent mental health disorders second edition provides a major update since the first edition in 2005 it
addresses the current state of knowledge about the major mental health disorders that emerge during
adolescence including updated dsm 5 diagnostic criteria here six commissions established by the appc and the
sunnylands trust pool their expertise on adolescent anxiety schizophrenia substance use disorders depression
and bipolar disorders eating disorders and suicidal behavior in sections that thoroughly define each disorder
outline and assess available treatments discuss prevention strategies and suggest a research agenda based on
what we know and don t yet know about these various conditions two additional behavioral disorders
gambling and internet addiction are covered in this second edition as a meaningful counterpoint to its primary
focus on mental illness the volume also incorporates the latest research from a seventh commission on positive
youth development which addresses how we can fully prepare young people to be happy and successful
throughout their lives concluding chapters discuss overarching issues regarding the behavioral and mental
health of adolescents overcoming the stigma of mental illness the research policy and practice context for the
delivery of evidence based treatments and the development of a more robust agenda to advance adolescent
health integrating the work of eminent scholars in both psychology and psychiatry this work will be an
essential volume for academics and practicing clinicians and will serve as a wake up call to mental health
professionals and policy makers alike about the state of our nation s response to the needs of adolescents with
mental disorders

Smart Girls Screw Up Too

2017

own your screw ups get inspired and create the life you want sick of chasing the perfect relationship career or
bank balance tired of feeling like you re never quite enough you re not alone and it s time to do something
about it smart girls screw up too is the no nonsense guide for a generation of women who secretly muse about
what might be possible in their careers health and relationships but don t know where to start or are too afraid
to when a clusterf k of screw ups found author bella zanesco burnt out depressed and with a broken soul she
knew something perhaps everything had to change but what her first ports of call were the usual band aids
tinder work and shopping but soon she realised those weren t going to work if she wanted to fix this thing she
was going to need to take extreme measures and so she began the journey that would transform her from sad
girl to smart girl a journey that meant taking up all the things that she d been told were good for her but she
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had always been too afraid too busy or too lazy to try cue everything from green juices to setting boundaries to
quitting her job to culling her friends delivered with no holds barred honesty humour and compassion smart
girls screw up too brings together the latest research into gut science neuroscience and epigenetics ancient
tribal wisdom interviews with global game changers and insights from the author s own two year study of
over 2000 women paired with a personal life audit you will get immediate clarity about where to start when
seeking purpose vitality and love and together with bella the wise but ass kicking bestie you wish you d
known earlier you ll embark on a series of simple daily challenges that will not only get you to the root causes
of why you think feel and behave as you do but see you making changes that stick no matter what your
starting point you are capable of creating the life you want now

Smart Girls in the 21st Century

2020-11-01

drs barbara kerr and robyn mckay tackle what it means to live with work with and be a modern smart girl
through their keen insights and academic research of real girls and women they offer valuable information and
advice on giftedness achievement self actualization and more they examine bright girls development types of
intelligence differences in generations eminent women barriers to achievement education growing talent
adolescence college gifted minority girls women twice exceptionalism and career guidance

One-Minute Prayers® for Young Women

2012-08-01

a relevant and refreshing book of prayers for teen girls is the latest addition to hope lyda s popular one minute
prayers series more than 825 000 copies sold rich with language and examples reflective of their daily life this
gathering of heartfelt prayers will encourage teens to lift up their every need and hope to god more than 150
prayers will lead young women to give their cares to god and know they are heard reach out to others with
compassion and kindness experience god s forgiveness and share it discover and celebrate their uniqueness
direct their actions and attitudes toward god s purpose like a great conversation with any friend this book will
keep young women talking and they ll be talking to god about everything that matters to them as prayer
becomes a natural and incredible part of their lives

For Smart Girls Only

2010-11-19

this is a book of advice for girls as they grow into young ladies girls are delightful kind talented energetic and
funny young girls can dip into their bowl of self love and know that they are priceless treasures every girl
knows that she is sweet smart
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Smart Girls Don’t Kiss Aliens

2017-01-03

crash land on an alien barbarian planet and told there s no way home lmao i m a rocket scientist miss me with
that noise anyone else might have a nervous breakdown but i was abducted with my besties between us we
have fifteen phds we will be getting off this planet trust no i will not be finding an eternal bonded mate
among the seven foot tall alien males no i will not be wearing a furkini and walking around barefoot and no i
will not be moving into a cave with no internet or running water and accepting my fate like the rest of the
freed human women on this craft cocktail forsaken planet two liquid hydrogen rockets and a smidge of deep
space travel later and we re back home on earth except that our spaceship had stowaways now there s a seven
foot tall alien named cassius in my los angeles condo he s calmly explaining that according to the ancestors we
are to be eternally mated and have a litter of children also he s wearing a loincloth and he has horns wipe that
smirk off your face no it is not as sexy as it sounds he barked at my cat he harassed my busybody karen
neighbor actually i m okay with that one and he s obsessed with the ice maker in my fridge what s a smart
girl to do the smart thing is to build a rocket ship and send cassius and his other hot alien friends back to their
home planet the not smart thing to do is fall into those deep blue gray eyes and let him show me just how
good that forked tongue feels and the downright stupid thing to do is fall in love with an alien this is a stand
alone full length laugh out loud romantic comedy complete with bad space puns hot guys with horns and
enough steam to cause a supernova happily ever after guaranteed

Smart Girls

1993

are girls taking over the world it would appear so based on magazine covers news headlines and popular books
touting girls academic success girls are said to outperform boys in high school exams university entrance and
graduation rates and professional certification as a result many in western society assume that girls no longer
need support but in spite of the messages of post feminism and neoliberal individualism that tell girls they can
have it all the reality is far more complicated smart girls investigates how academically successful girls deal
with stress the supergirl drive for perfection race and class issues and the sexism that is still present in schools
describing girls varied everyday experiences including negotiations of traditional gender norms shauna
pomerantz and rebecca raby show how teachers administrators parents and media commentators can help
smart girls thrive while working toward straight as and a bright future

The American Film Institute Catalog of Motion Pictures Produced in the
United States: Feature Films

2009-05-05

the entire field of film historians awaits the afi volumes with eagerness eileen bowser museum of modern art
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film department comments on previous volumes the source of last resort for finding socially valuable films that
received such scant attention that they seem lost until discovered in the afi catalog thomas cripps endlessly
absorbing as an excursion into cultural history and national memory arthur schlesinger jr

Smart Girls Marry Money

2003

why does society applaud a girl who falls for a guy s big blue eyes yet denounces one who chooses a man with
a big green bankroll after all isn t earning power more a reflection of a man s values and character smart girls
marry money challenges the ideals and assumptions women have blindly accepted about love and marriage
and shows how they ve done so at their own economic peril in this brazen manifesto authors elizabeth ford
and daniela drake use cold hard facts real science and true stories to present a compelling case for why
mercenary marriages make the most sense for future happiness smart girls taps into a growing collective
suspicion that the post feminist world isn t all it s cracked up to be female empowerment has women working
hard to look sexier than ever while carrying more than their fair share financially yet sadly statistics prove
that not only do women continue to earn far less than their male counterparts they also suffer far more
economically when marriages fail ford and drake think it s high time that women get their heads out of the
clouds and start caring about their own security the kind that can be measured in dollars and common sense
with an irreverent straight talk tone the authors serve up a sound case and intriguing strategy for how
women can truly have it all sure to spark conversation and controversy smart girls marry money will
ultimately empower women with a new way to take control of both their economic and romantic lives

Summary of Smart Girls Screw Up Too by Bella Zanesco

2021-08-11

discover the no nonsense guide for creating the life you want life doesn t always go the way we planned right
throughout our childhood and teen years we imagine what life will be like in the future we probably imagine
finding a good paying job that we love marrying the person we love buying the house of our dreams and
maybe even starting a family author bella zanesco dreamed of a similar life however she found herself 36 years
old and single with an unsatisfying career and a diagnosis of depression ibs and adrenal failure feeling as if her
life was going on a downward spiral she felt lost confused and chronically sad determined to find a way to love
life again zanesco became what she calls a smart girl so who is a smart girl anyway according to zanesco she is a
woman like you who believes her life could be better and is willing to take the steps necessary to make that
happen so whether you re looking to better your career your relationships or your mental physical and
spiritual health or all of the above then you ve come to the right place through smart girls screw up too you ll
learn zanesco s tips for creating a fulfilled life of happiness growth and healing do you want more free book
summaires like this download our app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book
and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is meant as a preview and not a replacement for the
original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience
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as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author of any book on quickread and want us to
remove it please contact us at hello quickread com

What Smart Girls Know about the SAT

2019-12-18

tailored to a traditionally male approach to test taking the sat has stacked the deck against females what smart
girls know about the sat is a reference no female should be without

�������������BOOK ���ver.

2005-11
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The Senses of Existence

2020-06-04

the senses of existence by gvantsa kereselidze when celine island meets andrew bolton at a world defense
organization conference she sees him as her legend the man of her dreams andrew appears enchanted with
celine as well leading to a romantic encounter at the conference s end the senses of existence is a thoughtful
probing look at one woman struggling with her feelings and whether she can come to a place where she can
enjoy life with or without somebody

Girlness

2020-02-18
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shows girls how to be feminine while at the same time avoiding stereotypes of femininity

The Prevention of Eating Problems and Eating Disorders

2017-02-07

in a detailed analysis of the field of eating problems and disorders this book highlights the connections between
the prevention of eating problems and disorders and theory and research in the areas of prevention and health
promotion it also looks at models of risk development and prevention specific issues and challenges the status of
current prevention research and lessons for prevention program development in this unique text levine and
smolak draw on a range of interdisciplinary perspectives including prevention science developmental
psychology public health and neuroscience to provide a thorough review history and critique of the topic in
light of a range of empirical studies the only authored volume with a broad detailed and integrated view of
theories research and practice this expanded fully revised and updated new edition features new chapters on
dissonance based approaches public health biopsychiatry and neuroscience gender culture s technology obesity
protective factors and ecological approaches the prevention of eating problems and eating disorders theories
research and applications is essential reading for clinicians academics researchers graduate students upper level
undergraduates and activists and advocates involved in work pertaining to eating disorders disordered eating
prevention health promotion body image obesity and biopsychosocial perspectives

The Genius of Women

2013-08

we tell girls that they can be anything so why do 90 percent of americans believe that geniuses are almost
always men new york times bestselling journalist and creator and host of the podcast the gratitude diaries
janice kaplan explores the powerful forces that have rigged the system and celebrates the women geniuses
past and present who have triumphed anyway even in this time of rethinking women s roles we define
genius almost exclusively through male achievement when asked to name a genius people mention albert
einstein leonardo da vinci and steve jobs as for great women in one survey the only female genius anyone
listed was marie curie janice kaplan the new york times bestselling author of the gratitude diaries set out to
determine why the extraordinary work of so many women has been brushed aside using her unique mix of
memoir narrative and inspiration she makes surprising discoveries about women geniuses now and
throughout history in fields from music to robotics through interviews with neuroscientists psychologists and
dozens of women geniuses at work in the world today including nobel prize winner frances arnold and ai
expert fei fei li she proves that genius isn t just about talent it s about having that talent recognized nurtured
and celebrated across the generations even when they face less than perfect circumstances women geniuses
have created brilliant and original work in the genius of women you ll learn how they ignored obstacles and
broke down seemingly unshakable barriers the geniuses in this moving powerful and very entertaining book
provide more than inspiration they offer a clear blueprint to everyone who wants to find her own path and
move forward with passion
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The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory

2020-11-04

no one likes a know it all but everyone loves a girl with brains and heart the smart girl s guide to polyamory
is an intelligent and comprehensive guide to polyamory open relationships and other forms of alternative love
offering relationship advice radically different from anything you ll find on the magazine rack this practical
guidebook will help women break free of the mold of traditional monogamy without the constraints of
jealousy possessiveness insecurity and competition the smart girl s guide to polyamory incorporates interviews
and real world advice from women of all ages in nontraditional relationships as well as exercises for building
self awareness confidence in communication and strategies for managing and eliminating jealousy if you re
curious about exploring group sex opening up your current monogamous relationship or ready to come out as
polyamorous this book covers it all whether you re a seasoned graduate a timid freshman or somewhere in
between you ll learn how to discover and craft unique relationships that are healthy happy sexy and tailor
made for you because when it comes to your love life being a know it all is actually a great thing to be

A Smart Girl's Guide: Manners

2018

an introduction to socially acceptable conduct in all sorts of situations

Outwitting Failure

2010-12-01

the summary or synopsis of your book most self help books written on how to be successful discuss only the
financial concept of success this book gives you the tools and rules for being successful not only financially but
also socially and spiritually it discusses ten simple steps to assist you in outwitting failure and shows how to
succeed in all three areas financial social and spiritual for a more meaningful life

The Oxford Handbook of Eating Disorders

2016-02-10

this handbook is currently in development with individual articles publishing online in advance of print
publication at this time we cannot add information about unpublished articles in this handbook however the
table of contents will continue to grow as additional articles pass through the review process and are added to
the site please note that the online publication date for this handbook is the date that the first article in the title
was published online for more information please read the site faqs
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Truth, Lies, and Alibis

2018-04-17

dahli sandiniti is luckier than most teen girls on her home world of sferkkaa and she knows it she has a roof
over her head her best friend diza her older sister teirra a room of her own with some posters on the wall and
usually food enough to eat what dahli loves most of all is music especially sferkkaa s most famous band the
mortified gryphons she d love to meet the drummer but that will never happen certainly not by accidentally
walking into a bathroom and clobbering him with a door please note this is the full gryphons story and is
comprised of the three shorter novels the kids are alright take the long way home and celebration day

Gryphons Hardcover

2022-03-17

kirkus reviews 11 debuts you need to pay attention to hellogiggles books you don t want to miss bustle books
you need to know an ambitious debut at once timely and timeless that captures the complexity and joys of
modern womanhood this novel is gem like in its precision its many facets and its containing multitudes
following in the footsteps of virginia woolf rona jaffe maggie shipstead and sheila heti jana casale writes with
bold assurance about the female experience we first meet leda in a coffee shop on an average afternoon notable
only for the fact that it s the single occasion in her life when she will eat two scones in one day and for the
cute boy reading american power and the new mandarins leda hopes that by engaging him their banter will
lead to romance their fleeting awkward exchange stalls before flirtation blooms but leda s left with one
imperative thought she decides she wants to read noam chomsky so she promptly buys a book and never ever
reads it as the days years and decades of the rest of her life unfold we see all of the things leda does instead
from eating leftover spaghetti in her college apartment to fumbling through the first days home with her
newborn daughter to attempting and nearly failing to garden in her old age in a collage of these small
moments we see the work both visible and invisible of a woman trying to carve out a life of meaning over the
course of her experiences leda comes to the universal revelation that the best laid plans are not always the path
to utter fulfillment and contentment and in reality there might be no such thing lively and disarmingly
honest the girl who never read noam chomsky is a remarkable literary feat bracingly funny sometimes
heartbreaking and truly feminist in its insistence that the story it tells is an essential one

The Girl Who Never Read Noam Chomsky

2022-03-26

a beautifully realistic relatable story about mental health and the healing powers of friendship and art perfect
for fans of kathleen glasgow s girl in pieces and jennifer niven s all the bright places gorgeous and deeply
touching kathleen glasgow new york times bestselling author of girl in pieces and you d be home now wild
beautiful and free the words we keep is a poetic page turner a raw relatable story of mental illness romance
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and the power of love jennifer niven new york times bestselling author of all the bright places it s been two
months since the night on the bathroom floor when lily found her sister alice hurting herself now alice is
coming home after treatment and it s getting harder for lily to outrun the compulsive thoughts she s having
meeting micah a guy with a troubled past of his own the pair embark on a poetry project that helps lily to see
that the words she s been holding back desperately want to break through but what will micah think if he
finds out who she really is a sprawling engrossing read kirkus reviews a luminous exploration into the
restorative power of love and art jeff zentner morris award winning author of in the wild light

The Words We Keep

2020-10-27

i was born jamie murdock an mc princess in the aces high motorcycle club at seventeen i was promised to one
of the club members at eighteen i ran i couldn t quite shake the mc blood that rolled through my veins though
i formed sierra high evermore motorcycle club with other women who had enough of being underestimated
underappreciated and underneath the men in our world we prospered as a club and i managed to hide behind
my road name until my father s club decided to expand into our area that was when sweet found me again i d
been away for seven years started a new life and there he was still running just as hot and cold as he always
had nothing had changed everything had changed it was only a matter of time before our shared past began to
look a lot more like a new future angel girl is book one in the s h e mc series 1 angel girl 2 jojo 3 keys more
coming soon angel girl is a 120 000 word novel stemming from a novel and novella put together into one story
so it is quite lengthy and meant for adult readers

Angel Girl

2006

cape hope capers an antique book a mysterious old photo emma s curiosity and perseverance and an old
mystery about cape hope s royalty join emma on her next adventure with the adorable lola detective mchottie
and a certain photographer who s decided to make an appearance conundrum in cape hope online dating can
be murder sylvia harmon s daughters emma and darcy have finally convinced her to join the online dating
scene except that the women in sylvia s new beau s life seem to have been dropping like flies can emma keep
out of this new mystery join emma on her next adventure with the adorable lola detective mchottie will a
certain photographer decide to make an appearance detectives and dilemmas emma s heading out for an
assignment one she s been looking forward to until a phone call derails her plans and gives her a different
agenda and with it comes a dilemma deke s back detective mchottie s been absent and now there s a dead body
in a portapotty dilemmas that s quite the understatement as emma finds herself embroiled in the drama of a
new murder and at the same time confuzzled by the absence of a heartthrob and the reappearance of another
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Cape Hope Mysteries Box Set 2

2009-03-03

have you had a senior moment yet maybe you know someone who s had a few check this list to know for
sure you can remember being told the king was dead george not elvis you still say colour television and you
watch television on a television your home phone rings and you answer it and you still have a phone not a
landline you boast about doing it three times a night and that s just getting up to pee you realise that your
wardrobe has become ironic you re not back in fashion but you re hip and ironically you now have an artificial
hip if you answered yes to one or more of the above congratulations you are officially a senior and this book is
here to guide you through your best years i e the past stroll or maybe shuffle down nostalgia avenue and bask
in the glory of growing old disgracefully if you are a young person this is the easiest senior gift idea ever you
re welcome

Senior Moments

2007-10

in this epic fantasy series for fans of george r r martin and robin hobb jewel markess must contend with deadly
court politics and visions of looming magical threats orphaned and left to fend for herself in the slums of
averalaan jewel markess jay to her friends meets an unlikely savior in rath a man who prowls the ruins of the
undercity nursing jay back to health is an unusual act for a man who renounced his own family long ago and
the situation becomes stranger still when jay begins to form a den of other rescued children in rath s home but
worse perils lurk beneath the slums the demons that once nearly destroyed the essalieyan empire are stirring
again and soon rath and jay will find themselves targets of these unstoppable beings

Gryphons Book 2 - Take the Long Way Home

2004

sociopathic individuals are rampant in our society they can be likeable people who we are inclined to trust as
they are able to hide their distain and disregard for others in jack be quick i have used my psychiatric
expertise to create characters who fit the sociopathic profile and initially leave the other characters and
therefore the readers confused as to their true personality and motivations michael marshall a wealthy and
obviously unscrupulous industrialist is murdered a short time later his widow jill comes to see dr daniel cooper
a psychiatrist ostensibly to help her overcome her depression resulting from her husband s murder jill
expresses doubts to dr cooper and eventually to captain jack deangelis head of the homicide division as to
whether michael s death was murder with robbery as the motive initially no one suspects that jill an attractive
woman of apparent refinement could be guilty of duplicity in the murder through many twists and turns
including the murders of marshall s accountant and private banker the involvement of the mob and the
smuggling of drugs the involvement of jill becomes clear her sociopathic ability to worm her way out of this
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dilemma fools even the best detectives but perhaps not the most cunning reader jack be quick is a murder
mystery as well as an intriguing study about the complexities of the human mind

Kommunikation über HIV /Aids

2010-09

online dating can be murder sylvia harmon s daughters emma and darcy have finally convinced her to join
the online dating scene except that the women in sylvia s new beau s life seem to have been dropping like
flies can emma keep out of this new mystery join emma on her next adventure with the adorable lola
detective mchottie will a certain photographer decide to make an appearance

The Hidden City

Jack Be Quick

The Wrong Kind of Girl

A Conundrum in Cape Hope

Amor Immorati Book One: Immortally Yours
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